
The BC Bud Co Announces Sales Partnership
with Higher Peaks Agency, Expands National
Distribution Reach
Vancouver, British Columbia--(Newsfile Corp. - December 20, 2022) - The BC Bud Corporation
(CSE: BCBC) (OTCQB: BCBCF) ("The BC Bud Co." or the "Company"), a house of high-quality
cannabis brands based out of British Columbia, Canada, is pleased to announce it has entered into a
12-month sales and marketing services agreement with Higher Peaks Agency Inc. ("Higher Peaks" or
"HPA"), to be its exclusive national sales and distribution partner for the Company's premium product
portfolio.

The BC Bud Co is committed to best-in-class distribution for its premium, artisanal products and looks
to build on its sales and distribution relationships with provincial boards, retail procurement managers,
budtenders, and the end consumers through this partnership with Higher Peaks and feel this is a winning
combination critical to revenue growth objectives for 2023 and beyond.

Higher Peaks will take on the role of the Company's "boots on the ground" retail sales force across
Canada, representing The BC Bud Co's house brands. As The BC Bud Co's representative, Higher
Peaks has already begun to promote in-market products to its extensive network of retailers across
Canada and is simultaneously working on pre-sales of soon-to-be-released products; building brand
awareness, providing unique value propositions of Company products, and supplying trade marketing
materials to retailers will be key in order rapidly accelerate consumer visibility and consumption of The
BC Bud Co's premium, craft products. The BC Bud Co. will also invest in an educational product
sampling program and budtender education collateral which will greatly assist at driving sell-through of
products through budtender recommendations.

Recently nominated by KIND Magazine as one of the finalists for "Which Sales Agency Provided the
Most Valuable Interactions in 2022" and is recognized by clients, customers, and industry alike as one
of the best full-service cannabis agencies in the country, Higher Peaks focuses on excellence in strategic
thinking, planning, execution, and innovation.

"Higher Peaks is thrilled for the opportunity to represent The BC Bud Co's portfolio and help introduce
their premium, artisanal products to more Canadians. The Company's approach and commitment to
quality and innovation - from procurement, post-production standards, packaging, labelling, and small-
batch approach - ticks all the boxes necessary for Higher Peaks to help catapult The BC Bud Co into
gaining significantly more national market share across the premium categories they work within," said
Lenny Kerman, Managing Partner of Higher Peaks. "At Higher Peaks, we're committed to representing
only the highest-quality cannabis products and premium, independent brands. The BC Bud Co does
business the right way from seed-to-sale and most importantly, have a relentless passion for quality,
consistency, innovation, and customer service."

"The BC Bud Co has had tremendous success and growth since the launch of its first connoisseur brand
and we're excited for the future potential of their diverse artisanal portfolio and its ability to meet evolving
consumer demands," said Cartel Cutler, Managing Partner of Higher Peaks. "This is a phenomenal
addition to the Higher Peaks portfolio, and we look forward to a long and successful partnership."

"This is a pivotal step in our sales and distribution strategy. Higher Peaks will be a important partner with
their knowledge of the industry, extensive rolodex and relationships, and second-to-none distribution
capabilities paired with brand awareness activations," said Josh Taylor, President at The BC Bud Co."
Over the past twelve months, The BC Bud Co has significantly expanded our product portfolio and
national market share organically. We look forward to building on the strong start we've had with Higher
Peaks to introduce many more Canadians to our portfolio of products, all the while garnering consumer



trust for our brands. We believe that with Higher Peak's proven track record and our portfolio of branded
products, we are well positioned for this next wave of the cannabis industry as a brand that identifies
consumers' purchasing habits and continues to mature into more premium, innovative, craft product
offerings".

About The BC Bud Co.

The BC Bud Co is a house of brands created by industry professionals who are passionate about the
user experience and the ever-changing consumer experience. Founder-led and based in British
Columbia; we take the heritage of BC Bud seriously.

About Higher Peaks Agency Inc.

Higher Peaks Agency is a boutique cannabis-focused integrated sales and marketing services provider
that positions independent brands, producers, and retailers for success by guiding and executing
strategy to build strong distribution across all marketplaces. Higher Peaks Agency adds value through
every step of the product lifecycle by offering a turnkey solution for brand development and
commercialization.
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Cautionary Statement Concerning Forward-Looking Statements

Certain statements included in this press release constitute forward-looking information or statements
(collectively, "forward-looking statements"), including those identified by the expressions "anticipate",
"believe", "plan", "estimate", "expect", "intend", "may", "should" and similar expressions to the extent
they relate to the Company or its management. The forward-looking statements are not historical facts
but reflect current expectations regarding future results or events. This press release contains forward
looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on current expectations and various
estimates, factors and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors.

Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties
and assumptions which are difficult to predict. Factors that could cause the actual results to differ
materially from those in forward-looking statements include failure to obtain regulatory approval, the
continued availability of capital and financing, and general economic, market or business conditions,
including the effects of COVID-19. Forward-looking statements contained in this press release are
expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. These statements should not be read as guarantees of
future performance or results. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from those
implied by such statements. Although such statements are based on management's reasonable
assumptions, there can be no assurance that the statements will prove to be accurate or that
management's expectations or estimates of future developments, circumstances or results will
materialize. The Company assumes no responsibility to update or revise forward-looking information to
reflect new events or circumstances unless required by law. Readers should not place undue reliance on
the Company's forward-looking statements.

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange (the "CSE") nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that
term is defined in the policies of the CSE) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
release.
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To view the source version of this press release, please visit
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